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This paper presents a hybrid filter–wrapper feature subset selection algorithm based on
particle swarm optimization (PSO) for support vector machine (SVM) classification. The fil-
ter model is based on the mutual information and is a composite measure of feature rele-
vance and redundancy with respect to the feature subset selected. The wrapper model is a
modified discrete PSO algorithm. This hybrid algorithm, called maximum relevance mini-
mum redundancy PSO (mr2PSO), is novel in the sense that it uses the mutual information
available from the filter model to weigh the bit selection probabilities in the discrete PSO.
Hence, mr2PSO uniquely brings together the efficiency of filters and the greater accuracy of
wrappers. The proposed algorithm is tested over several well-known benchmarking data-
sets. The performance of the proposed algorithm is also compared with a recent hybrid
filter–wrapper algorithm based on a genetic algorithm and a wrapper algorithm based
on PSO. The results show that the mr2PSO algorithm is competitive in terms of both clas-
sification accuracy and computational performance.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many practical applications of classification involve a large volume of data and/or a large number of features/attributes.
Since these datasets are usually collected for reasons other than mining the data (e.g. classification), there may be some
redundant or irrelevant features [13]. This is especially important when a large number of features exist and there are com-
parably few training sample data points, making feature vector dimensionality reduction an imperative. Examples of this
include gene selection from microarray data to separate healthy patients from cancer patients, text categorization to perform
automatic sorting of URLs into a web directory, and detection of unsolicited spam email [14]. Extraction of valuable infor-
mation from these datasets requires exhaustive search over the sample space. This brings about such challenges as managing
computational time complexity while extracting compact yet effective models. A common approach for overcoming these
challenges is to employ dimensionality reduction (e.g., feature subset selection) techniques.

While some preprocessing procedures (e.g., filtering) can help reduce the effective feature set size, further reduction of
the feature subset is required to build good predictor models. Furthermore, feature subset selection can improve accuracy
of classification by reducing estimation errors due to finite sample size effects [21]. Other benefits associated with a compact
model are the avoidance of over-fitting for better generalization, reduced burden on data collection, and reduced computa-
tional effort. Feature selection is the process of defining the most informative and discriminative features in a dataset for the
. All rights reserved.
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data mining task (e.g., classification). The two basic steps in a typical feature subset selection process are the specification of
the parameter set (that determines the performance of the data mining task) and the search for the best subset. The param-
eter set often includes the selection algorithm, the learning machine (e.g., classifier), and the process for error estimation. It is
commonly observed that there is no single best parameter set combination valid for all data mining tasks and all types/sizes
of databases. In addition, the performance of the feature selection process is strongly dependent on the selection algorithm
employed.

Feature selection algorithms broadly fall into three categories: filter models, wrapper models and hybrid models [9,14,29].
Filter models generally make use of statistical or probabilistic characteristics of databases and are independent of the learn-
ing machines. Given that filters do not involve a learning machine, they are computationally efficient and are preferable for
high-dimensional databases. In comparison, wrapper models use learning machines and select feature subsets based on the
prediction performance. As a result, their computational overhead is relatively high compared with filters and, thus, they are
not effective for high-dimensional databases. The main advantage of wrappers over filters is their prediction accuracy. Since
a wrapper’s search for the best feature subset is guided by prediction accuracy, the results are generally more promising than
results based on filters. Hybrid models, on the other hand, benefit from the advantages of both the filters and the wrappers
and thus promise better results.

In most real-world datasets, not all of the attributes contribute to the definition or determination of class labels. In theory,
increasing the size of the feature vector is expected to provide more discriminating power. In practice, however, excessively
large feature vectors significantly slow down the learning process as well as cause the classifier to over-fit the training data
and compromise model generalization [59]. To find good feature subsets, the majority of the search effort should be utilized
on identifying relevant and non-redundant features.

Most of the studies that hybridize filters and wrappers use filters either for the ranking of features or for the reduction of
the number of candidate features. In particular, these hybrid methods are based on a sequential (e.g., two-step) approach
where the first step is usually based on filter methods to reduce the number of features considered in the second stage. Using
this reduced set, a wrapper method is then employed to select the desired number of features in the second stage. However,
no study truly integrates both methods within a search process. In this study, we propose a hybrid filter and wrapper frame-
work for a feature subset selection algorithm based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). This hybrid framework, called
maximum relevance minimum redundancy PSO (mr2PSO), integrates the mutual information based filter model within
the PSO based wrapper model. Hence, it brings together the efficiency advantage of filters with the accuracy performance
of wrappers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a review of hybrid models and search algorithms for the fea-
ture selection problem. In Section 3, we present the relevance and redundancy of features based on mutual information and
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) methodology. In Section 4, we compare the proposed hybrid PSO based filter–wrap-
per algorithm with the genetic algorithm based hybrid filter–wrapper in [20] and report on performance accuracy and com-
putational efficiency.
2. Overview of feature selection methods

There are a number of studies that provide an overview of feature selection methods as well as guidance on different as-
pects of this problem [9,21,29,35,43,44]. Most feature subset selection algorithms can be categorized into two types: filter
and wrapper algorithms. The main distinction between the two is that filter algorithms select the feature subset before the
application of any classification algorithm. By using statistical properties of features, the filter approach eliminates the less
important features from the subset [8]. Besides their comparative computational efficiency, there are other compelling argu-
ments for using filter methods. For instance, some filter methods provide a generic selection of variables which are indepen-
dent of a given learning machine. However, given a classifier, the best feature subset is usually available through the wrapper
methods [14].

Lewis [64] and Battiti [65] are some of the earliest authors to propose the use of mutual information (MI) for selecting
features in building models. Mutual information of two random variables is a quantity that measures the mutual dependence
of the two variables. Chow and Huang [5] propose a method that is based on MI but designed for efficient estimation of MI in
high-dimensional datasets. Liu et al. [28] introduce the idea of dynamic mutual information (DMI) in feature selection. They
note that a feature is relevant to the classes if it embodies important information about the classes, otherwise it is irrelevant
or redundant. While MI is the most commonly employed importance measure in filter methods, several studies have also
proposed other measures of importance. Debuse and Rayward-Smith [10] propose an entropic measure based on the infor-
mation gain and employed a simulated annealing algorithm to address the feature subset selection problem. In the context of
feature selection, the notion of irrelevant features is first discussed by Ben-Bassat [2]. Sebban and Nock [45] present a feature
selection model based both on information theory and statistical tests. In their method, a feature is selected if and only if the
information given by this attribute allows for statistical reduction of class overlaps. Yu and Liu [59] categorize the feature
space into three classes; strongly relevant, weakly relevant and irrelevant features. The strong relevance of a feature indi-
cates that the feature is always necessary for an optimal subset; it cannot be removed without affecting the original condi-
tional class distribution. Weak relevance suggests that the feature is not always necessary but may become necessary for an
optimal subset under certain conditions. Irrelevance indicates that the feature is not necessary. They argue that an optimal
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subset should include all strongly relevant features, a subset of weakly relevant features, and none of the irrelevant features.
Mitra et al. [34] describe an unsupervised feature selection algorithm that utilizes feature similarity for redundancy reduc-
tion. Liu et al. [5] propose a method that is based on mutual information (MI). Mutual information of two random variables is
a quantity that measures the mutual dependence of the two variables. Chow and Huang [28] study the dynamic mutual
information (DMI) in feature selection. They note that a feature is relevant to the classes if it embodies important informa-
tion about the classes; otherwise it is irrelevant or redundant.

Wrapper methods approach the problem of feature subset selection based on the contribution of features to task perfor-
mance accuracy (e.g., classification). This method uses training data and tests for generalization by employing validation and
testing datasets. Since feature selection and learning is concurrently performed under these methods, the prediction power
of the resulting classification model tends to be better and more consistent than the alternatives [26]. However, wrapper
methods are often criticized for their computational inefficiency caused by the joint processing of learning and feature selec-
tion tasks. As a result, most wrapper algorithms are inexact search methods that seek good quality solutions under reason-
able computational effort [10,14]. Most wrapper algorithms fall under one of the following categories: exact methods, greedy
sequential feature subset selection methods, nested partitioning methods, mathematical programming methods, and
metahuristic methods. Since the feature selection problems are NP-hard, the optimal solution cannot be guaranteed unless
an exhaustive search is carried out. This is only possible for datasets with a small number of features. Although the literature
offers some complete search methods and their extensions [36,49,60], finding an optimal feature subset is a combinatorial
problem, and hence, suboptimal algorithms are typically used to find acceptable solutions. Sequential forward selection (SFS)
[56] and sequential backward selection (SBS) [31,32] are the two basic suboptimal feature selection algorithms. In the last
decade, metaheuristic methods such as tabu search [55,62], simulated annealing [10,33], genetic algorithms
[17,42,47,54,57,61] have also been applied to solve the feature subset selection problem. In addition, there are feature selec-
tion methods based on rough set theory [4,7,19,58,63] and on Boolean independent component analysis [1].

Given our aim to build hybrid feature selection models that strike a good balance between the computational efficiency of
filter models and the accuracy performance of wrapper models, we focus our attention in the rest of this section on those
studies that employ filter–wrapper hybrid models for feature subset selection. Das [8] propose a hybrid feature selection
algorithm that uses boosting and incorporates some of the features of wrapper methods into a fast filter method. The results
of comparative study using real-world datasets indicate that proposed method is competitive with wrapper methods while
selecting feature subsets much faster. Xing et al. [52] propose a hybrid feature selection based on Markov Blanket filter for
high-dimensional genomic microarray data with only 72 data points in a 7130 dimensional space. Their experimental results
using different classifiers demonstrate that the proposed method leads to feature subsets outperforming those of regulari-
zation methods as well as classification based on all features. Sebban and Nock [45] present a hybrid feature selection model
based both on information theory and statistical tests. Using both synthetic and real-world datasets they demonstrate that
the hybrid method is able to eliminate irrelevant and redundant features even in very large feature spaces more efficiently
than pure wrapper methods. A two-stage hybrid algorithm is presented by Peng et al. [40] to select good features according
to the maximal statistical dependency criterion based on mutual information. In the first stage, the method uses maximum
relevance minimum redundancy incremental selection to determine the optimal number of features to be selected. In the
second stage, it uses classical sequential forward and backward selection algorithms by taking the initial subset as chosen
in the first stage. Results of an extensive experimentation using real-world data reveal that the proposed method outper-
forms the maximum dependency based filter method.

A filter supported sequential hybrid feature selection model (FS-SFS) is presented in [30]. FS-SFS reduces the number of
features that has to be tested through the classifier. These pre-selected features are considered to be ‘‘informative” and are
then evaluated for the accuracy of classification as in the conventional wrapper method. Experimental results using real-
world datasets show that the proposed method provides good accuracy performance while significantly reducing compu-
tational time. Peng et al. [39] study filter and wrapper methods for biomarker discovery from microarray gene expression
data for cancer classification. They propose a hybrid approach where Fisher’s ratio is used as the filtering method. The
extensive experimentation using real datasets demonstrates that the hybrid approach outperforms the accuracy obtained
from the simple wrapper method while being computationally more efficient. Further, the results show that the hybrid
approach significantly outperforms the simple filter method with higher classification accuracies. Somol et al. [48] intro-
duce a flexible hybrid feature selection method based on floating search methods to improve flexibility in dealing with the
quality-of-result versus computational time trade-off. They test the performance of the hybrid method using real-world
datasets and conclude that the proposed method significantly reduces the search time while achieving comparable accu-
racies with those of the wrapper methods. Huang et al. [20] present a hybrid genetic algorithm for finding a subset of
features that are most relevant to the classification task. Rather than optimizing the classification error rate, they optimize
the mutual information between the predictive labels of a trained classifier and the true class labels. The results of an
experimental study using real-world datasets indicate that the hybrid method outperforms the accuracy performance
of filter methods and is much more efficient than wrapper methods. Uncu and Turksen [51] propose a feature selection
algorithm that avoids the problem of over-fitting by first filtering the potential significant features or feature subset com-
binations and then identifying the best input variable combination by means of a wrapper. To improve the processing time
and accuracy of the classifier, Hsu et al. [18] combine the filter and wrapper feature selection methods. They use filter
methods based on F-score and information gain as the preprocessing step and wrappers based on sequential floating
search methods as the post-processing step.
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Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a powerful swarm-based metaheuristic method, originally proposed by Kennedy
and Eberhart [22,23] and then later improved by Clerc anmd Kennedy [6], Poli et al. [41], Shi and Eberhart [46]. PSO’s search
principle is based on the information sharing ability of the biological swarms like birds and fish. Over the past decade, it has
been successfully applied to address a very large number of applications especially where the objective function has non-
convex nature or the search space is very large. The particle swarm optimization approach has recently gained more atten-
tion for solving the feature subset selection problem. Wang et al. [53] integrated rough sets and particle swarm intelligence
to be able to find high quality feature subsets. Escalante et al. [12] propose another application of PSO to the problem of full
model selection (FMS) for classification. A two-phase feature selection algorithm is presented in [38] based on PSO. In the
first phase, a core set of features is searched to obtain a good initial solution, and, in the second phase, new promising fea-
tures are sequentially added to the core set by a selection method.

In summary, a number of studies have demonstrated that hybridization combines the good characteristics of both wrap-
per and filter methods. They are more efficient than wrapper methods while providing comparable accuracy
[8,16,20,27,30,39,45,48]. Alternatively, hybrid methods are superior to filter methods in terms of accuracy performance
while still allowing feature selection in large datasets [20,39,40]. These demonstrated merits of hybridization motivate
the proposed approach in this paper. This study contributes to the feature subset selection methodology literature by
proposing a hybrid filter–wrapper algorithm based on the swarm intelligence based PSO algorithm. The most salient aspect
of our proposed approach is the hybridization strategy of encapsulating the filter model within the wrapper method. This
hybridization differs from earlier studies where the filter and wrapper methods operate in sequence. We use an adaptation
of the filter model based on mutual information in Peng et al. [40] and integrate it within the PSO based wrapper. The choice
of PSO is primarily motivated by its ability to integrate the filter model within the wrapper method. Other motivations
include the good performance of PSO in comparison with other evolutionary algorithms and that a hybrid feature selection
algorithm based on the swarm intelligence does not exist [11,15]. Our experiments comparing the proposed PSO based
hybrid approach with the genetic algorithm based hybridization of filters and wrappers in [20] as well as with the PSO based
wrapper methods demonstrate its effectiveness.
3. mr2PSO-hybrid PSO algorithm for feature selection

This section describes our proposed filter–wrapper framework based on the maximum relevance minimum redundancy
filter and particle swarm optimization search heuristic. In general, a feature subset selection problem can be described as
follows; Let K be a dataset of N records with D dimensions (features) which is a K ¼N�D matrix. The goal of the feature
subset selection is to obtain d features from the whole feature space where d < D, which optimizes a criterion function. Seb-
ban and Nock [45] categorize the feature selection algorithms into three classes according to what is optimized:

1. algorithms that find the feature subset of a specified dimensionality in which the classes of data are most discriminable,
2. algorithms that find the smallest feature dimensionality for which the discriminability exceeds a specified value, and
3. algorithms that find a compromise between a small subset of features and the class discriminability.

In this study, we consider only the first and third algorithm classes. We further consider various discriminability mea-
sures such as the classification accuracy, Kappa statistic (which measures the agreement between two raters who each clas-
sify N items into C mutually exclusive categories [66]), and mutual information. In the remainder of this section, we first
describe the support vector machine classifier used in our hybrid wrapper–filter algorithm. Second, we describe the filter
component (based on mutual information) of the hybrid framework. Finally, we describe how the filter component is inte-
grated within the wrapper PSO algorithm.
3.1. Support vector machine (SVM) classification

In this study, we use the support vector machine (SVM) as the classifier. The SVM, based on statistical learning theory and
structural risk minimization, selects key data points as its support vectors, and uses these support vectors for prediction. As
Fig. 1. Illustration of support vector as separating hyperplane between two datasets.
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illustrated in Fig. 1, the support vectors help form the separating parallel hyperplanes (H1 and H2) that maximize the margin
between the two datasets. Intuitively, larger margins lead to lower generalization error of the SVM classifier.

We now give a brief mathematical summary of the classical SVM for binary-class classification. Let K be a dataset, a set of
points of the form; K ¼ ðxi; yiÞjxi 2 RD; yi 2 f�1;1g

� �N

i¼1 where yi indicates the class label for point xi belongs. The goal is to
find the maximum-margin hyperplane dividing the points having yi = 1 from those having yi = �1. We can express any
hyperplane as the set of points xi satisfying,
W � xi � b ¼ 0;
where (�) denotes the dot product. While the vector W is a normal vector perpendicular to the hyperplane, the parameter b
kwk

determines the offset of the hyperplane from the origin along the normal vector w. We therefore choose the w and b to max-
imize distance (margin) between the parallel hyperplanes while still separating the data. The two equations describing these
hyperplanes are (w � xi � b) = 1 and (w � xi � b) = �1. For linearly separable training datasets, the distance between these two
hyperplanes is 2

kwk, hence, our goal is to minimize kwk. Furthermore, to prevent data points from falling into the margin, the
following constraints are also needed: for each xi either (w � xi � b P 1), of the first class or (w � xi � b) 6 1, of the second and,
more compactly yi(w � xi � b P 1), for all 1 6 i 6 n. Putting all of this together, we obtain the following optimization problem:
min kwk
s:t: yiðw:xi � bÞP 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N:
The optimization problem above is difficult to solve as it depends on kwk (e.g., the norm of) that involves a square root. Note
that by substituting kwk in the objective with kwk2

2 , the solution remains unchanged as the minimum of the original and the
modified equation both have the same w and b. Hence, we obtain the equivalent quadratic programming (QP) optimization
problem as follows:
min
1
2
kwk2

s:t: yiðw:xi � bÞP 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N:
Unfortunately, for linearly non-separable cases, a hyperplane that correctly classifies every training point does not exist. We
therefore generalize the optimization idea above by introducing the concept of a soft margin and obtain the following new
optimization problem,
min
1
2
kwk2 þ h

XN

i¼1

sðiÞ

s:t: yiðw:xi � bÞP 1� sðiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N;
where s(i) are called slack variables which are related to the soft margin, and h is the tuning parameter used to balance the
margin and the training error. In the classification phase, a point x is assigned a label y according to y = sgn[w � x + b].

3.2. Relevance and redundancy based on mutual information

Contrary to the intuitive interpretation, including more features in a classification model does not necessarily provide
more discriminating power. Furthermore, additional features may induce some disadvantageous effects on the classification
process. Firstly, they significantly slow down the learning process. Secondly, they deteriorate the classification accuracy by
causing the classifier to over-fit the training data as irrelevant or redundant features may confound the learning algorithm.

As outlined in [59], the features of a dataset can be considered to fall into one of three different categories: strongly rel-
evant features, weakly relevant features and irrelevant features. While the strongly relevant features must be included in the
optimal subset, the weakly relevant features are not always necessary but may become necessary for an optimal subset at
certain conditions. To determine the relevance properties of the feature space, the mutual information concept is first intro-
duced in [3]. Given two random variables x and y, their mutual information I(x,y) is defined in terms of their probability den-
sity functions p(x), p(y) and p(x,y):
Iðx; yÞ ¼
Z Z

pðx; yÞ logðpðx; yÞÞ
pðxÞpðyÞ dxdy; ð1Þ

Iðx; yÞ ¼
X
x2X

X
y2Y

pðx; yÞ logðpðx; yÞÞ
pðxÞpðyÞ ; ð2Þ
where (1) and (2) are for continuous and discrete cases, respectively.
In the case of discrete x and y, it is easy to calculate I(x,y). However, when at least one of the variables is continuous, it

becomes difficult to compute their mutual information. To overcome this problem, a data discretization method needs to be
incorporated in the process. A density estimation method such as Parzen window (e.g., kernel density estimation) is one of
the commonly used alternatives. Parzen window is a non-parametric way of estimating the probability density function of a
random variable.
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For some datasets in our experimentation, we used the Parzen window to estimate the densities. Parzen method requires
two important definitions: window (kernel function) and window width (bandwidth). Let R be a hypercube centered at x
where the length of the edge of the hypercube is denoted by h, called bandwidth. Hence, the volume V is defined as
V = h2 for a 2-dimensional square, and V = h2 for a 3-dimensional cube and so forth. The kernel function characterizes the
local probability density function around each observation. While there is a variety of kernel function alternatives (e.g.,
Gaussian), we chose to use the uniform density kernel function in our implementations.

Given a set of observations {x\, i = 1, . . . ,n}, let c(�) denote the window function with bandwidth h,
c
ðxi � xÞ

h

� �
¼ 1; jxik�xk j

h 6
1
2 ;

0; otherwise k ¼ 1; . . . ;D:

(

Further, k, the total number observations falling within the region R is expressed as,
k ¼
Xn

i¼1

c
ðxi � xÞ

h

� �
:

Then the kernel density approximation of the probability density function of x in 2-dimensions is calculated as follows:
pðxÞ ¼ k=n
V
¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

1

h2 c
ðxi � xÞ

h

� �
Peng et al. [40] propose relevance and redundancy criteria to determine the information property of a feature subset. In par-
ticular, they defined the relevance of a feature subset S as R ¼ 1

jSj
P

xi2SIðxi;CÞ, which is the mean value of all mutual informa-
tion values between individual features xi 2 S and the target class c. When the features are selected such that the relevance R
is maximized, it is possible to have high dependency (i.e., redundancy) among these features. Given two highly dependent
features, removing one of them from the set S would not change the class-discriminative power. Hence, the redundancy of a
feature subset S is defined as B ¼ 1

jSj2
P

xixj2SIðxi; xjÞ. They further state that the purpose of feature selection is finding a feature
set S with d features {xi} that either jointly have the largest dependency on the target class c or have the minimal redundancy
in the selected subset S. Consequently, this leads to a bi-criteria feature subset selection objective. They recommend search-
ing balanced solutions through the composite objective maxZ(R,B) = R � B. This criterion combining the two criteria is called
‘‘maximal relevance minimal redundancy” criterion.

In contrast to [40], our goal is to maximize the prediction accuracy of the selected feature subset. Hence, we use the rel-
evance and redundancy mutual information only as an intermediate measure in the PSO algorithm to improve the speed and
performance of the search. For this, we define a ‘‘relevance–redundancy index”, uj, for feature j based on the composite objec-
tive Z, as discussed in the next section.
3.3. Particle swarm optimization algorithm

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based search technique and motivated by the social behavior of organ-
isms such as bird flocking and fish schooling. It is originally proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [22] for continuous problems
and then was extended to discrete problems by Kennedy and Eberhart [23]. It is well suited for combinatorial optimization
problems in which the optimization surface possesses many local optimal solutions. The underlying phenomenon of PSO is
that knowledge is optimized by social interaction and thinking is not only personal but also social. The particles in PSO
resemble the chromosomes in genetic algorithm. However, PSO is usually easier to implement than the GA as there are nei-
ther crossover nor mutation operators in the PSO and the movement from one solution set to another is achieved through the
velocity functions. We refer the reader to [41] for a recent review of the applications and variations of the PSO.

PSO is based on the principle that each solution can be represented as a particle in a swarm. Each particle has a position and
a corresponding fitness value evaluated by the fitness function to be optimized. The particles iterate (fly) from one position to
another according to their most recent velocity vector. This velocity vector is determined according to the particle’s own expe-
rience as well as the experience of other particles by using the best positions encountered by the particle and the swarm. Spe-
cifically, the velocity vector of each particle is calculated by updating the previous velocity by following two best values. The
first best value is the particle’s personal best value (pbest) (i.e., the best position it has visited thus far) and is tracked by each
particle. The other best value is tracked by the swarm and corresponds to the best position visited by any particle in the pop-
ulation. This best value is called the global best (gbest). The effect of personal best and global best on the velocity update is
controlled by weights called learning factors. Through the joint self and swarm-based updating, the PSO achieves local and
global search capabilities where the intensification and diversification are achieved via relative weighting.

We denote the number of particles with N and refer to each particle with index i, i.e., i = 1,2, . . . ,N. Let

Xt
i ¼ xt

i1; x
t
i2; . . . ; xt

ij; . . . ; xikt

� �
denote the position vector of particle i at iteration t, where the dimension of the particle is the

number of features (K) and xt
ij 2 f0;1g. Accordingly, Xt

1;X
t
1; . . . ;Xt

N

� 	
represents the swarm of the particles at iteration t. Let

Pt
i denote the personal best position for particle i at iteration t, where Pt

i ¼ pt
i1; p

t
i2; . . . ; pt

ij; . . . ; pt
ik

� �
and pt

ij 2 f0;1g. In addition,
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Gt denotes the global best position for the swarm at iteration t, where Gt ¼ gt
1; g

t
2; . . . ; gt

j ; . . . ; gt
k

� �
and gt

j 2 f0;1g. There are two

key differences between the discrete and continuous versions of PSO. The first difference is the representation of the particle.
In the discrete PSO, every particle is expressed as a binary vector. The second difference is that the velocity of a particle in the
discrete PSO is a probability vector, where each probability element determines the likelihood of that binary variable taking a
value of one. At the end of each discrete PSO iteration t, the velocity vector of particle i; v tþ1

i , is updated as follows:
v tþ1
i ¼ wv t

i þ c1r1 Pt
i � Xt

i

� 	
þ c2r2 Gt � Xt

i

� 	
; ð3Þ
where v t
i ¼ v t

i1;v t
i2; . . . ;v t

ij; . . . ;v ikt

� �
is the previous iteration’s velocity vector, w is the inertia weight, c1 is the weight factor

for local best solution, c1 is the weight factor for global best solution factor, and r1 and r2 are random numbers uniformly
distributed in [0,1]. The terms in (3) represent the memory, cognitive learning and social learning of the particle, respec-
tively. The weights (c1,c2) are referred as the learning rates since the inertia weight controls the extent to which the memory
of the previous velocity influences the new velocity. The pseudo-code for the proposed adaptive PSO algorithm for solving
the feature subset selection problem is provided at the end of this section.

There are usually maximum and minimum velocity levels,vmax and vmin, defined to bound the velocity v tþ1
i . If the velocity

v tþ1
i in (3) exceeds vmax, then v tþ1

i ! vmax, or if it is less than vmin, then v tþ1
i ! vmin [6]. The diversification and intensification

of the particle is controlled through these velocity bounds as well as the inertia weight [46]. Inertia weight, velocity bounds
and learning rates jointly determine the particle’s motion. Usually, a high inertia weight is used at the beginning and then
gradually decreased to diversify the solution particles. Specifically, at each iteration of the PSO algorithm, the inertia weight
w is updated according to the following expression:
wtþ1 ¼ wmax �
ðwmax�wmin

Þ
T

t; ð4Þ
where wmax and wmin are the bounds on the inertia weight and T is the maximum number of PSO iterations.
In our application of the PSO to the feature subset selection problem, we define the position of a particle as the binary

vector Xt
i ¼ xt

i1; x
t
i2; . . . ; xt

ij; . . . ; xt
ik

� �
where xt

ij ¼ 1 if feature j is to be included in the feature subset, and 0 otherwise. Accord-
ingly,K represents the total number of features in the original data set. Note that for a given number of features to be in-
cluded in the subset,k 6 K, we have

P
jx

t
ij ¼ k for "i, t.

While in the continuous PSO the position of the particle is updated as below;
Xtþ1
i ¼ Xt

i þ v tþ1
i ;
in the discrete PSO, we first transform the velocity vector into a probability vector through a sigmoid function,
st
ij ¼

1

1þ evt
ij

; ð5Þ
where st
ij represents the probability that the jth bit in Xt

i is 1. Hence, the position of the particle in the discrete PSO is updated
as follows,
xt
ij ¼

1; if d < st
ij;

0; otherwise;

(
j ¼ 1; . . . ;K; ð6Þ
where d is a uniform random number between 0 and 1.
When the position of a particle is updated as in (6), the inclusion/exclusion decisions of features are made independent of

one another. However, it is well known that features possess statistical dependencies (e.g., redundancy) as well as exhibit
subset dependent prediction contributions. Accordingly, random selection of features leads to such instances where redun-
dant features are selected or there is a lower predictive contribution [26,59]. Hence, an ideal feature subset selection strategy
would select features according not only to their independent likelihood ðst

ijÞ but also based on their contribution to the sub-
set of features already selected. This can be achieved by admitting features in the feature subset one at a time according to
the contribution weighted probability of features. One way to calculate the contribution is to calculate the predictive con-
tribution of the feature j to the current feature subset Lt

i of particle i in iteration t by calculating max J Lt
i [ fjg

� 	
� J Lt

i

� 	
;0


 �
.This

procedure requires successively constructing the particle’s position by incrementally adding the features into the subset Lt
i .

However, since the predictive contribution calculations need to be done for each unselected feature j R Lt
i

� 	
and until Lt

i

�� �� ¼ d,
the computational effort necessary for classification criterion function J(�) is prohibitive. Alternatively, in our hybrid PSO
algorithm for feature selection, we take advantage of the efficiency of filter type methods, which provide valuable redun-
dancy and relevance information for each candidate feature to be included in the subset.

In particular, we use the ‘‘relevance-redundancy index” for feature j, uj, defined in the preceding section. For each particle i,
we first initialize the feature subset Lt

i ¼ ; and then select the first feature according to feature’s independent probabilities
(e.g.,sij). For the remaining features, we first calculate the redundancy and relevance index uij for each candidate feature
j 2 FnLi via the following expression:
ut
ij ¼ Iðxj; cÞ �

1
Lt

i

X
xl2Lt

i

Iðxj; xlÞ; j 2 F n Lt
i ð7Þ
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Next, we calculate the redundancy-relevance index weighted probabilities, Wt
ij ¼ st

ijut
ij for j 2 F n Lt

i and apply the random
proportional rule using Wt

ij for 8j 2 F n Lt
i to select the next feature to be included in the subset. The algorithm terminates

once the required number of features are selected (i.e., Lt
i

�� �� ¼ d; Lt
i

�� �� ¼ d).
A commonly occurring behavior in the binary discrete PSO is when a feature’s bits in Xt

i ; P
t
i ; and Gt all have the same value

(i.e., either 0 or 1). This may lead to an event where the probability that the feature will be included (or excluded) is 0.5. For
small problems, where the binary vector length is small compared to the number of bits allowed to be 1, this event improves
the diversification. For large problems, however, this event causes excessive diversification as a result of single particle
movement. Therefore, we modified the social learning in the velocity update (3) by using two best neighbors: global best
and the iteration best. The iteration best, ibest, is the position of the best particle at each iteration. Accordingly, we use
the following velocity update formula:
v tþ1
i ¼ wv t

i þ c1r1 Pt
i � Xt

i

� 	
þ c2r2 Gt � Xt

i

� 	
þ c3r3 It � Xt

i

� 	
; ð8Þ
where c3 is the weight factor for the best solution in iteration t, r3 is a random number uniformly distributed in [0,1], and

It ¼ it
1; i

t
2; . . . ; it

j ; . . . ; it
k

� �
is the position of the best particle in iteration t among all particles. The pseudo-code for the proposed

hybrid algorithm (mr2PSO) based on feature relevance and redundancy filter and PSO wrapper follows:
mr2PSO-hybrid PSO algorithm for feature selection:

Initialize
� Set parameters: c1, c2, c3, xmin, xmax, vmin, vmax

� Initialize L1
i ¼ ;; M ¼ ;; t ¼ 1; x ¼ xmax; v1

i ¼ 0 8i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N
� Initialize particles Xt

i for i = 1,2, . . . ,N randomly such that
P

jx
1
ij ¼ k for 8i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N

� Set Pt
i ¼ X1

i and determine G1
i and I1

i. lbesti ¼ J L1
i

� �
where j 2 L1

i if x1
ij ¼ 1 8i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N

ii. G1 ¼ argmaxx1
i
flbestig and gbest = J(L) where j 2 L if g1

j ¼ 1
iii. I1 ¼ argmaxx1

i
flbestig and ibest = J(L) where j 2 L if i1

j ¼ 1

Repeat, While t 6 T
t = t + 1; Update x using (4)
For each particle i = 1,2, . . . ,N, Repeat.
Calculate velocity v t

i using (8)
Determine the particlei’s position Xt

i :
� Set Lt

i ¼ ;
� Repeat, while jL#i"tj < k
j For each j 2 F n Lt
i , Repeat
� Calculate independent selection probability st
ij using (5)

� Calculate the relevance-redundancy index ut
ij using (7)

� Calculate Wt
ij ¼ st

ij �ut
ij
j Apply random proportional rule in set F n Lt
i

� Generate a uniform random number d 2 [0,1]
� Select a feature f 2 F n Lt

i based on d and xt
ij ¼ 1

� Update Lt
i ! Lt

i [ ffg
Calculate feature subset selection criterion J Lt
i

� 	
where j 2 Lt

i if xt
ij ¼ 1

Update lbesti if lbesti < J Lt
i

� 	
where j 2 Lt

I if xt
ij ¼ 1

Update gbest and ibest
� If gbest < argmaxxt

i
flbestig

t
� Gi ¼ argmaxxt
i
flbestg and gbest = J(L) where j 2 L if gt

j ¼ 1

� If ibest < argmaxxt
i
fJðLiÞ : j 2 Li if xt

ij ¼ 1g,
� It ¼ argmaxxt

i
fJðLiÞ : j 2 Li if xt

ij ¼ 1g ibest ¼ JðLÞ where j 2 L if it
j ¼ 1

Terminate with the feature subset L where j 2 L if gt
j ¼ 1.

The random proportional rule used in the adaptive feature subset selection procedure is defined as follows:

Definition (Random proportional rule). The random proportional rule for selecting a subset C of a set X based on a uniform
random number vector d = {dk 2 [0,1], k = 1, . . . , jCj} and member values h = {hj, j 2X} is as follows:
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� Create a vector of normalized member values of set X, i.e.ĥ ¼ fĥj; j 2 Xg [ f0;1g, where ĥj ¼ hj=
P

k2Xhk; ĥ0 ¼ 0, and
ĥjxjþ1 ¼ 1.
� Select memberj 2X to be included in set C, if dk 2 ½ĥj�1; ĥj for any k = 1, . . . , jCj.

In our implementation of the maximum relevance minimum redundancy PSO, we follow two types of algorithmic con-
figurations. First, we take the number of features to be selected as a pre-specified parameter d and then search for the best
d features out of N in the search space. The second configuration searches for the best compromise solution that maximizes
accuracy/mutual information while minimizing the number of features. Accordingly, the corresponding d with respect to
maximum fitness value is regarded as the optimal number of features.
4. Experimental studies

4.1. Experimental setup

In this section, we present the results from a series of experiments carried out to test and compare the proposed method.
Six real-world datasets used in the experimentation were all obtained from the well-known data repository of the University
of California (UCI) Machine Learning Repository [37]. Each of the datasets selected has enough data instances for every de-
gree of freedom to avoid the risk of over-fitting. The following datasets were used in our experiments;

� Glass (GL): The study of classification of types of glass was motivated by criminological investigation. At the scene of the
crime, the glass left can be used as evidence if it is correctly identified. There are 214 instances in this dataset defined by
10 attributes, each instance belonging to one of seven classes.
� Wine (WN): These data are the results of a chemical analysis of wines grown in the same region in Italy but derived from

three different cultivars. The analysis determined the quantities of 13 constituents found in each of the three types of
wines. There are 178 instances in this dataset.
� Wisconsin Breast Cancer-Diagnostic (BC): This is medical dataset. Features are computed from a digitized image of a fine

needle aspirate (FNA) of a breast mass. They describe characteristics of the cell nuclei present in the image. There are 569
instances with 30 real valued attributes. Each instance has one of two possible diagnosis classes: benign or malignant.
� Ionosphere (IO): In this dataset there are 34 continuous attributes and 351 instances, each belonging to one of two classes.

‘‘Good” radar returns are those showing evidence of some type of structure in the ionosphere. ‘‘Bad” returns are those
with signals that pass through the ionosphere.
� Sonar (SO): This database contains 208 patterns, each being a set of 60 numbers in the range 0.0 to 1.0. Each number rep-

resents the energy within a particular frequency band, integrated over a certain period of time. There are two distinct
class labels in this database. The label associated with each record contains the letter ‘‘R” if the object is a rock and
‘‘M” if it is a mine.
� Heart (HE): This database contains 267 instances with 76 attributes, but none of the published experiments refer to using

all attributes. We have considered only 13 attributes from the heart dataset. Although there are five classes in this data-
base, experiments have concentrated on simply attempting to distinguish the presence (values 1, 2, 3, 4) from the absence
(value 0) of heart disease.

Wrapper type feature selection algorithms are very dependent on classifier, re-sampling methods, and even on the
parameter settings of the algorithm. To make fair comparisons, we set the parameters of the SVM classifier the same as
in [20], such that our feature selection algorithm uses SVM classifier with error cost parameter of 100 and Radial Basis Func-
tion with r = 2 as the kernel. When the number of classes exceeds 2 we used one-against-rest strategy. The PSO parameter
setting is such that maximum and minimum inertia weight, xmax and xmin are 0.9 and 0.4, respectively, learning rates,
c1 = c2 = 2, maximum and minimum velocity allowed vmax = 6 and vmin = � 6, and the maximum number of iterations was
tmax = 300. We selected this setting of parameters after several parameter tuning experiments. Obviously, the selection of
best set of parameters is a challenging task. However, there are a number of earlier empirical and theoretical studies on
the PSO parameter selection which guided us in the parameter tuning process [22,6,46,50]. The results are compared in
terms of three performance measures presented in [20]. 2-Fold cross-validation is used as re-sampling method for all exper-
iments. We implemented the maximum relevance minimum redundancy feature selection for the SVM classification algo-
rithm on a PC with Intel DualCore CPU, 6400 at 2.13 GHz and 2 GB RAM. Finally, we run our algorithm 10 times for all
datasets and always report average performance unless otherwise stated.
4.2. Results and discussion

We performed two types of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. In the first set of exper-
iments, we considered the reported d values in [20] as prespecified (i.e., fixed the number of features to be selected) and
searched for the best d features out of N available features. Classification accuracy is taken as the fitness function in this first
set of experiments. In the second set of experiments, our algorithm searched for the best set of features that maximize fitness
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value (either classification accuracy or mutual information, as required) while minimizing the number of features. The cor-
responding d is accepted as the optimal number of features. More details regarding these experiments are presented in the
following sections.

4.2.1. Selection of best d features – case of predetermined feature set size
Table 1 shows, for each dataset, the predetermined feature set size (d), dimensionality reduction percentage (r), and the

mean performances of HGAp method in [20] and the proposed method mr2PSOACC (including the standard deviations in per-
formance). The performance measures reported are mutual (output) information (MI), Kappa statistic (KS), and classification
(estimation) accuracy (ACC). Note that the mutual information performance measure is calculated between actual and pre-
dicted class values (e.g., Y and Yf). All results reported for the proposed method are based on 10 runs. As stated above, the
criterion for search by the proposed method is accuracy. To make a fair comparison between algorithms, we restricted the
feature subset sizes d to those recommended by Huang et al. [20] during this set of experiments. Our aim in this set of exper-
iments was to compare the proposed hybrid PSO based filter–wrapper approach to the HGAp method.

When we compare the performances of the two algorithms according to the three criteria, the proposed mr2PSOACC meth-
od outperforms HGAp in terms of mutual information for three out of six datasets, for five out of six datasets in terms of Kap-
pa statistics, and for all datasets in terms of classification accuracy. Since we have used different objective functions when
searching for the best feature subset, we consider the Kappa statistic a better measure in making a fair comparison.

4.2.2. Selection of best features – case of optimal feature set size
Different than the experiments in Section 4.2.1, we herein utilize the proposed mr2PSO to search for the least number of

features that achieve the highest fitness value. In searching for the best features, we employed two criteria, classification
accuracy (ACC) and MI, denoting the respective proposed methods as mr2PSOACC and mr2PSOMI. Figs. 2 and 3 report the
run time behavior from a particular run of mr2PSOACC and mr2PSOMI algorithms for Sonar dataset, respectively. Note that
we observed similar results for other datasets, however, we are not reporting them for brevity. The plots in Figs. 2(a) and
3(b) clearly indicate that there is monotone performance improvement during the search, a desirable characteristic. These
two plots correspond to the respective search criteria (e.g., accuracy and mutual information), where the search is guided
Table 1
Performance comparison between HGAp and mr2PSOACC under the case of predetermined feature set size.

d r MI[I(Y,Yf)] KS ACC

HGAp mr2PSOACC HGAp mr2PSOACC HGAp mr2PSOACC

GL 5 0.4444 0.8208 0.2083 ± 0.067 0.5213 0.7433 ± 0.024 0.6551 ± 0.024 0.7977 ± 0.020
WN 6 0.5385 1.4628 0.9000 ± 0.027 0.9711 0.9964 ± 0.004 0.9831 ± 0.006 0.9972 ± 0.003
BC 3 0.9000 0.6353 0.9565 ± 0.004 0.8755 0.7665 ± 0.032 0.9424 ± 0.004 0.9664 ± 0.003
IO 6 0.8235 0.5693 0.6719 ± 0.071 0.8393 0.9347 ± 0.006 0.9276 ± 0.011 0.9492 ± 0.004
SO 15 0.7500 0.4461 0.5004 ± 0.083 0.7373 0.8435 ± 0.017 0.8702 ± 0.000 0.8815 ± 0.013
HE 3 0.7692 0.3266 0.2948 ± 0.047 0.6449 0.7702 ± 0.023 0.8259 ± 0.021 0.8267 ± 0.017
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Fig. 2. Runtime behavior of mr2PSOACC for a particular run of the Sonar dataset: (a) classification accuracy and Kappa statistic performance by iteration and
(b) mutual Information performance by iteration.
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Fig. 3. Runtime behavior of mr2PSOMI for a particular run of the Sonar dataset: (a) classification accuracy and Kappa statistic performance by iteration and
(b) mutual information performance by iteration.
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with these criteria. This is not the case for Figs. 2(b) and 3(a), where there are some non-monotonic behaviors. These non-
monotonic behaviors in trajectories in Figs. 2(a) and 3(b) could be attributed to a lack of a symmetrical relationship between
classification accuracy and mutual information, at least for this dataset. However, once the algorithm converges, we see
agreement between accuracy and MI (i.e., they both peak in the end) in both Figs. 2 and 3, which is also predicted in
[20]. In particular, authors in [20] conclude that when a classifier is trained by the objective function of minimal classifica-
tion error rate, its output information (mutual information) also achieves its maximum in the end.

Table 2 shows the results for the second set of experiments comparing HGAp and mr2PSO where we executed the proposed
mr2PSO with two feature subset selection criteria, classification accuracy (ACC) and MI. At first glance, it seems that nearly for
all cases, HGAp reduces dimensionality better than the proposed algorithm for both criteria. However, the proposed method
mr2PSO significantly dominates HGAp in mutual information for four out of six datasets and dominates in accuracy for five
out of six datasets. For example, in the case of glass dataset, with barely 0.9 additional features on the average, it lifts average
classification accuracy from 65.5% to over 80%. The only time HGAp outperforms the proposed method in terms of accuracy is
in the case of Sonar dataset, where the performance is slightly better than the proposed method (with 1.35% better accuracy
over mr2PSOACC) with 1.1 additional features on the average. The results from the table seem to indicate that HGAp can ter-
minate prematurely by getting trapped in local optimal solutions.

Table 2 also shows that the classification accuracy seems to be a better fitness measure than the mutual information
when searching for best feature subsets. For example, mr2PSOACC dominates mr2PSOMI in all experiments in terms of KS sta-
tistic. As for the size of the recommended feature set, the difference in mr2PSOACC and mr2PSOMI recommended set sizes are
statistically insignificant. In contrast to HGAp, it appears that the proposed methods (e.g., mr2PSOACC and mr2PSOMI) are far
more effective in locating the optimal feature subset, namely the feature subset with peak performance. In theory, having
more features implies more classification accuracy. However, in reality, this is not always true due to data sparsity issues,
noise, and other factors. For example, some features may not represent the underlying phenomena of interest, but their
introduction increases model complexity and, hence, can compromise performance. This can lead the so called peaking effect
in feature selection problem domain (i.e., performance can peak for feature subsets) as can be seen in Fig. 4.

We now demonstrate the performance of the proposed method over different feature subset sizes using heart and wine
datasets (Figs. 4–6). In these experiments, we use the mr2PSOACC to search for the subset of a given size with the best clas-
sification accuracy (ACC). Note that since we observed similar results for other datasets, we are not reporting them for brev-
ity. Fig. 4 plots the average classification accuracy as a function of feature subset size for heart and wine datasets. A very
desirable trend is apparent from the plots. The classification accuracy grows approximately monotonic as a function of fea-
ture subset size until peak performance is achieved. This allows termination of search upon peaking with confidence. Results
from Table 2 suggest that the search strategies in HGAp do not offer this property since the optimal d values are mostly smal-
ler than those suggested by mr2PSO. Unfortunately, Huang et al. [20] does not offer these plots for a direct comparison.

Obviously, the number of features to be selected ultimately depends on the trade-off between model compactness, exe-
cution speed, and desired accuracy. For example, if the classification accuracy is the most important factor, then Fig. 4(b)
indicates that approximately eight features will be needed for the Heart dataset. However, if the threshold value for classi-
fication accuracy is 80%, then three features would be adequate.

Fig. 5 is very similar to Fig. 4, except it plots Kappa statistic performance as a function of the number of selected features.
The plot patterns are in close resemblance to those in Fig. 4 such that the peaks are aligned and trajectories look alike. This is



Table 2
Performance comparison between HGAp, mr2PSOACC and mr2PSOMI with d unrestricted.

HGAp d MI[I(Y,Yf)] KS ACC

mr2PSOACC mr2PSOMI HGAp mr2PSOACC mr2PSOMI HGAp mr2PSOACC mr2PSOMI HGAp mr2PSOACC mr2PSOMI

GL 5 5.9 ± 1.2 4.9 ± 0.8 0.8208 0.2264 ± 0.062 0.2402 ± 0.088 0.5213 0.7483 ± 0.023 0.7287 ± 0.048 0.655 1 ± 0.024 0.8028 ± 0.019 0.7850 ± 0.039
WN 6 8.6 ± 1.6 8.3 ± 2.12 1.4628 0.8963 ± 0.035 0.9165 ± 0.004 0.9711 0.9964 ± 0.003 0.9896 ± 0.005 0.983 1 ± 0.006 0.9972 ± 0.003 0.9919 ± 0.004
BC 3 12.2 ± 2.3 11.1 ± 1.9 0.6353 0.7657 ± 0.041 0.8033 ± 0.039 0.8755 0.9695 ± 0.001 0.9588 ± 0.002 0.9424 ± 0.004 0.9766 ± 0.001 0.9683 ± 0.001
IO 6 9.25 ± 0.7 9.6 ± 0.8 0.5693 0.7123 ± 0.054 0.7287 ± 0.046 0.8393 0.9427 ± 0.005 0.9413 ± 0.006 0.9276 ± 0.011 0.9554 ± 0.004 0.9544 ± 0.004
SO 15 13.9 ± 2.8 14.3 ± 3.0 0.4461 0.3969 ± 0.078 0.4853 ± 0.048 0.7373 0.8117 ± 0.023 0.7936 ± 0.019 0.8702 ± 0.000 0.8567 ± 0.017 0.8428 ± 0.013
HE 3 7.5 ± 1.5 8.6 ± 1.34 0.3266 0.3879 ± 0.063 0.4271 ± 0.059 0.6449 0.8150 ± 0.009 0.7922 ± 0.031 0.825 9 ± 0.021 0.8601 ± 0.007 0.8430 ± 0.023
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Fig. 4. Variation of classification accuracy as a function of the number of selected features during a particular run: (a) wine dataset and (b) heart dataset.
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because both measures take into account the number of correct classifications but from different perspectives. Fig. 6 shows
the behavior of mutual information as a function of the number of selected features for the two datasets. Although the clas-
sification accuracy and Kappa statistic plot characteristics (peaks and trajectories) are very similar, it is not the case with the
mutual information. Since we used the mr2PSOACC to search for the subset with the best classification accuracy, the dissim-
ilarity of MI plots in Fig. 6 with those in Figs. 4 and 5 are expected. Interestingly, one can observe that the MI plot is not
monotonic for the heart dataset and peaks at about 6 features, with MI ¼ 0:39. In comparison with the result in Table 2,
the peak MI is attained with 8–9 features, with MI ¼ 0:427 on the average.

Fig. 7 plots the commonality of features selected during 10 different runs of the search algorithm (mr2PSOACC) for wine
and heart datasets. Note that these runs are with optimal feature set size (e.g., at peak accuracy performance). Overall, in
both cases, all of the features are selected in one run or the other. This confirms that the search for the optimal feature subset
is strongly sample dependent. For example, in heart dataset, the features 5, 6 or 7 are included in the optimal subset only two
out of 10 times. This can be interpreted as some features in the feature space can be predictive only when combined with
some other specific features. As mentioned in [40], the d best features are not always the best d features. On the other hand,
some features are very dominant, which means they are highly relevant to the class labels and have a great chance to be
selected during the search process. For example, note the consistent presence of first and last features of the wine dataset
in the selected feature subset and features 3, 12 and 13 of the heart dataset.
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Fig. 5. Variation of Kappa statistic as a function of the number of selected features during a particular run: (a) wine dataset and (b) heart dataset.
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In Fig. 8, we plot the effect of hybridization in terms of time and performance over PSO wrapper using the sonar and heart
datasets. It is clear that the hybridization of PSO wrapper with mutual information based filter (e.g., giving redundancy-rel-
evance weights to candidate features in the search) increases both the accuracy performance and computational efficiency.
In particular, the hybrid method finds feature subsets with better classification accuracy in far less iterations. The effect of
hybridization is more pronounced when the original feature set is larger. For example, the total number of features in the
Sonar dataset is 60 and it is clearly seen in Fig. 8(a) that mr2PSO has significantly much better performance than PSO based
wrapper. In comparison, the total number of features in the heart dataset is 13 and the effect of hybridization is manifested
only in the short run, e.g., the classification accuracies in 100 iterations are similar. However, for Heart dataset with d = 6, the
hybrid method attains near optimal classification accuracy in far less iterations (Fig. 8(b)). Similar results are observed for
other datasets but are excluded for brevity.

The average CPU time (in s) for 100 iterations of PSO search for sonar dataset is 116.53 when seeking five features and
146.59 for 10 features. In the case of mr2PSO, the times are 139.57 when seeking five features and 286.49 when seeking
10 features. In the case of heart dataset, the PSO search times are 216.91 for three features and 642.94 for six features
whereas mr2PSO takes 249.89 for three features and 704.17 for six features. CPU results for other datasets were similar.
Therefore, we can conclude that, given the significant performance improvement potential under mr2PSO and somewhat
comparable CPU times, the proposed method is rather effective for the task of feature selection.
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Fig. 7. Commonality of features selected during 10 different runs of the search algorithm: (a) wine dataset and (b) heart dataset.
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Fig. 8. Performance of hybrid filter–wrapper mr2PSO and PSO-based wrapper over 10 experiments.
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5. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a framework that combines the advantages of filter and wrapper type of feature subset selec-
tion algorithms and embedded this framework into the particle swarm optimization heuristic. Different than the earlier hy-
brid filter–wrapper algorithms that use filter and wrapper models in sequence, our approach structurally integrates the filter
model within the PSO based wrapper model. The filter model is based on the mutual information and is expressed as a com-
posite measure of feature relevance and redundancy. This relevance and redundancy composite criterion is used to weigh
the probabilities of features to be included in the feature subset. Hence, it enhances the convergence rate as well as the solu-
tion quality of the feature subset selection problem. We compared the performance of the proposed hybrid algorithm, in
terms of both quality as well as speed, with a recently proposed hybrid filter–wrapper method based on a genetic algorithm
as well as a PSO based wrapper method. The results indicated that the proposed method is superior with respect to both
alternatives. While we adopted identical SVM and RBF kernel parameters (C and r) as in [20] for comparison purposes,
the best parameter settings depend on the given problem. For best results, we recommend a parameter search to identify
good settings so that the classifier’s prediction accuracy is improved [24]. Further, we used 2-fold cross-validation method
as in [20], which is known to be pessimistically biased and increase the variance of the prediction accuracy [25]. Hence, we
recommend stratified 10-fold cross-validation with larger number of samples than the ones used in this study.

Future extensions of this proposed methodology aim to improve the efficiency of the hybrid feature selection algorithm.
In the current implementation, we sequentially construct the feature subset by including one feature at a time. As a result,
when a feature’s mutual information is calculated and used to weigh the feature’s probability (e.g., velocity), this weight is
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based on the feature subset available thus far. Hence, there is a dependence on the feature subset construction sequence. One
way to remove this dependency is to perform backtracking in the end and randomly re-evaluate the features in the subset.
This corresponds to excluding features from the subset and replacing them with better alternatives. Another interesting
extension of this study would be to compare the proposed method with feature extraction methods.
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